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Inherent Limitations
This report has been prepared in accordance with our Terms of Reference dated 21 March 2022. The
services provided under our engagement letter (‘Services’) have not been undertaken in accordance
with any auditing, review or assurance standards. The term “Audit/Review” used in this report does not
relate to an Audit/Review as defined under professional assurance standards.
The information presented in this report is based on that made available to us in the course of our
work/publicly available information/information provided by for South Waikato District Council. We have
indicated within this report the sources of the information provided. Unless otherwise stated in this
report, we have relied upon the truth, accuracy and completeness of any information provided or made
available to us in connection with the Services without independently verifying it.

Internal Audit Report – Project Management Assessment

No warranty of completeness, accuracy or reliability is given in relation to the statements and
representations made by, and the information and documentation provided by, for South Waikato
District Council management and personnel / stakeholders consulted as part of the process.

Thank you for the opportunity to support you by conducting an internal audit review of the current
project management practices across South Waikato District Council’s portfolio of projects.

KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for
events occurring after the report has been issued in final form.

Throughout the course of this review we have engaged with a broad range of council stakeholders all of
whom have been very generous with both their time and insights and we would like to pass on our
gratitude for their support.

Any redistribution of this report requires the prior written approval of KPMG and in any event is to be a
complete and unaltered version of the report and accompanied only by such other materials as KPMG
may agree. Responsibility for the security of any electronic distribution of this report remains the
responsibility of those parties identified in the engagement letter. KPMG accepts no liability if the report
is or has been altered in any way by any person.

Dear Miriam,

Attached you will find our draft report for comment. The report provides a summary of our approach,
findings and suggested enhancements to the way in which projects are set-up, delivered and closed out.
At a suitable time we would welcome the opportunity to walk you through the report and answer any
questions you may have.
We look forward to receiving your comments by the 22nd April following this we will issue a final report
on the 29th April.

Kind regards

Mair Brooks
Partner, Advisory

Third Party Reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in Appendix 1 of this report and for South Waikato District
Council’s information, and is not to be used for any other purpose or copied, distributed or quoted
whether in whole or in part to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
Other than our responsibility to South Waikato District Council, neither KPMG nor any member or
employee of KPMG assumes any responsibility, or liability of any kind, to any third party in connection
with the provision of this report. Accordingly, any third party choosing to rely on this report does so at
their own risk
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Executive Summary
South Waikato District Council (SWDC) has a portfolio of capital projects with an annual budget of approximately NZD$14.4m1. The projects currently in delivery and within the forward pipeline aim to deliver
positive environmental, economical, cultural and social outcomes for the district and community. This internal review set out to understand the councils current frameworks, processes and capability to deliver
these projects. Our review has highlighted that whilst significant developments have been made in recent years to increase project management maturity there are a number of areas which could be enhanced
to support future delivery.

Introduction

Key observations

In June 2021 the SWDC Executive Team held a risk workshop during which it was recorded that
Infrastructure project delivery was one of their key risks. The Long Term Plan (LTP) 2021-31 has
identified that there are a number of significant, large projects to be delivered over the period. These
are designed to future proof the district and community during a time of significant growth.

The key observations of this report which SWDC should consider for further action include:

Taking these observations into consideration, it was determined that KPMG would undertake a
review of project management capability to assess current practices, highlight strengths and identify
opportunities. In addition to this two key projects were selected for a deep dive to assess whether
successful outcomes were achieved.

 Ensure that frameworks and methodologies are consistently applied across all projects in the council
portfolio. These need to be understood and readily accessible.

The observation and findings of KPMG work are intended to help provide key learnings and
observations that will assist SWDC to reduces risk and deliver projects in a consistent and improved
manner.

 With a team of newly appointed Project Managers, investment in training and development to improve
capability and familiarisation with tools and process will support delivery and improve staff retention.

 Further investment is required to develop frameworks in specific project phases and functions where this
is currently lacking

 Establish clearly defined governance structures to monitor project management processes and ensure
stakeholders are clear on their role and responsibilities.

 Providing sufficient time and consultation at the identification and early scope development stages will
enable stakeholders to understand the projects objectives and contribute towards the emerging design.

Objectives
The objective of KPMG’s review was to assess SWDC’s Project Management capability and
identifying opportunities for improvement to project delivery. This would be achieved by.

Limitations of the review

 Reviewing SWDC’s current practices and performance across its portfolio of projects to assess
whether projects are effectively managed to ensure the delivery of projects on time, within
budget, and in accordance with their original intent.

Our scope does not include any assessment of project success, costs, quantification of risk or opportunity. It
is limited to providing observations and recommendations based on information made available through
inquiry with Council stakeholders or desktop analysis of documentation received in response to the RFI.

 Identify opportunities for improvement and make recommendations, as appropriate, which align
with ‘good-practice’ project management principles.

Access to team members of the two legacy projects identified for deep dive was constrained as key
members had left Council. As a result the review was limited to desktop analysis of project artifacts and
interviews with individuals who had second hand knowledge of the projects. This gives rise to a level of
subjectivity in their insights. Where possible the insights gained in these interviews were cross referenced
with evidence in the form of project documents.
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Background
Background
South Waikato District Council is focussed on delivering quality services, building excellent facilities and growing a strong
economy for the district and their 25,400 residents. With population growth expected to reach 27,000 by 2031 a pipeline
of projects have been identified which will enhance the services and facilities to support the community across the three
wards, Tirau, Putaruru and Tokoroa. Successful delivery of these projects is reliant upon appropriate resources to ensure
they are delivered safely and efficiently.
As per the annual 2020-21 report there are currently 4 capital projects of note which are; The events centre, Libraries,
Pole Installation and Pools plan replacement, a total of $281,000 out of a budgeted $436,000 was spent on these projects
in 2021.
Given SWDC’s positive financial position, increasing population and demographic, they are looking to increase their
investment in assets and services to the community. The council understands the importance of having robust project
management processes to support this and wants to understand where it can improve its project management
performance and maturity when delivering projects. SWDC is also interested in learning how to make informed decisions
when it comes to assessing the trade off between time, cost and scope of projects to achieve the highest quality
outcomes for its community.
Like many other councils across New Zealand, SWDC is facing a number of unprecedented challenges when it comes to
the successful delivery of capital projects. With supply chain fragility, construction cost escalation, skilled labour in short
supply and population mobility shifting the demands on regions.
In 2021 it was identified that Project Delivery presented a key risk to SWDC, the council underwent a workshop with
various stakeholders to determine how to mitigate this risk. Following this workshop it was determined that an external
review would be undertaken which would provide insights and recommendations focusing on the councils Project
Management frameworks, processes and performances to date. With the idea being that these recommendations would
prepare the council for the future projects as identified within the LTP and annual report.
The purpose of this review is to assess current practices and identify areas for improvement.
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Scope & Methodology
Scope
The Project Management Assessment document outlines the scope of this internal audit which in summary, required KPMG to focus on the overall project portfolio and consider SWDC’s generic approach to project
management (and potentially project governance) across their portfolio of projects. This included a review of the following.





Policy, standards and methodology applied to project delivery
Approach to project initiation, delivery, change-management, governance, reporting and stakeholder-engagement
Staff capability (focussing on the project sponsors and project managers, and the associated organisational support and resources available to them)
Overall project management performance, with respect to established ‘good practice’ and other similar organisations.

In addition to the above, two projects were selected for a deep dive to assess if policies, standards and methodologies were being applied to support project delivery and deliver positive outcomes.

Methodology

Reporting on findings

Observations ratings

KPMG’s analysis was based on interviews and document review which
were provided iteratively in response to data requests and queries. The
observations outlined within this report were identified following the
review process which was executed as follows:

It was agreed that the findings would be presented around the key
stages of the project lifecycle namely.

To support this review and provide clear indications of where good
practice is being followed and where further focus is needed the
following criteria was established. This has been used throughout
the findings section of the report.

 An initial meeting was conducted on 11 March 2021 to gain context
and background information on the current approach to project
management, frameworks, current projects, identify key stakeholders
for interview and documents for review.
 This was followed by twelve interviews with council staff and elected
members over a period of two weeks to understand current practices,
policies and process, tools and systems supporting delivery, capability
of council staff as well as sharing project successes and shortcomings
and identifying lessons learnt. Questions were also raised in
connection with the two deep dive projects.
 A review of issued documentation was undertaken to identify evidence
and compliance with delivery frameworks and draw correlations
between interview feedback.
 Following the completion of all interviews the emerging themes,
observations and a proposed findings report structure were outlined
with the interim Quality and Risk Manager.
Executive Summary

Background and Scope






Identification and Planning
Procurement
Delivery and Oversight
Close out and Capitalisation

Maintain – Strong performance recorded and positive
attributes demonstrated

Structuring the report in this way will enable readers to identify the
strengths, challenges and opportunities across the project phases.
As a result, development action plans can be prepared to target
improvements on live projects that are in these particular phases.

Enhance – Some good practice being followed however there
are areas for improvement
Mitigate – Limited or no evidence of good practice could
present a potential risk

The review aimed to identify if there were frameworks and
methodologies in place to support delivery, achieve the desired
quality and realise the project objectives. It was also key to
understand if they were consistently applied by project teams
running the day to day management of the projects. The review
categories included:
 Procurement and Cost / Contract 
Management

 Governance, Reporting and

Controls
Findings

Tools and Processes
Stakeholder Management
Resourcing, training and
development
Deep Dives

Recommendations
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Key stages of the project life cycle
Key stages of the project lifecycle
The following is a high level explanation of the four stages of the project lifecycle that were chosen as an effective way to present observations back to the council. It is possible to break these stages down further,
however it was believed that doing so would not be beneficial to the report.

Project Identification and Planning

The goals of the identification phase of a project
is to firstly broadly define the project in terms of
feasibility, benefits, stakeholders scope, budget,
timeframe etc, these elements would be
captured in the project brief and business case.
It’s at this stage where trade offs between
project cost, quality and timeline should be
decided.
Once the project has been properly defined
stakeholders should conduct their due diligence
and decide if a project should be selected for
initiation. Once a project is selected the planning
stage should commence, which would focus on
developing a roadmap as well as the organisation
of project teams and the setting of project goals.
Important documents that you would expect to
see include: Risk management plan, Scope
statements, Communication plan, Project
timeline (with milestones) as well as a work
breakdown structure.

Executive Summary

Delivery and Oversight

Procurement

The procurement phase of a project lifecycle
involves identifying the delivery method,
packaging strategy and contracting strategy.
These three approaches are largely driven by the
projects time, cost, quality, scope and
complexity.
These approaches cover; what types of contracts
will be utilised during the project, tender bid
documents, how to evaluating bids by external
contractors / consultants / manufacturers, how to
contract risk management as well as how to
conduct contract negotiations and finally how to
award contracts to successful bidders.

To ensure that the project is being delivered
according the delivery plan, it is important that
progress is monitored against key performance
indicators (KPIs), These KPIs can include: time,
cost, budget, risks and quality.
The state of these KPIs should be reported to
stakeholders as documented in the projects
communication plan. Another key consideration is
the quality at which frameworks are
implemented.
Key frameworks for this project stage include
Risk management and Benefits management.

Like in all other phases, well defined frameworks
are key to consistency, which in turn leads to
productivity.

Background and Scope
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Closeout and Capitalisation

Once a project has been successfully completed
it must be formally closed out. During this
closeout phase the project should be evaluated
against objectives identified at a the beginning of
the project to deduce what level of
success/failure the project has had.
These evaluations should be recorded and
contribute to a lessons learned document which
should be distributed across the project team and
stored in a accessible place to ensure that
lessons can be applied to future projects.
Once a project is closed out it is important for an
organisation like SWDC to capitalise their assets
so that they can accurately report on the councils
assets as well as plan future maintenance.
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Review categories
Observation categories
The observations in this report are structured across the stages of the project lifecycle and review categories outlined below. Each of the review category plays a key role in effective Project Management. Organisations
with high maturity across these areas are well positioned to deliver successful projects through informed decision making, and ability to assess the trade offs (Time, Cost and Quality) as a project progresses through the
project lifecycle. Each observation in the findings section of the report is associated with the review category and has been labelled for clarity.

Project Management Review Categories

Governance, Reporting and Controls

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Procurement and Cost / Contract
Management

Resourcing, Training and Development

Executive Summary

Background and Scope

Description

SWDC’s policies, frameworks, monitoring and delegated controls to remain informed and deliver desired
project outcomes. Examples include regular project reporting or structures of governance with clearly
delegated responsibilities.

The tools and processes utilised by the SWDC Project Management team to deliver projects. Tools
available can range from specific PPM software or a excel spreadsheets. Processes relate to all
documented frameworks that are utilised throughout the project lifecycle.

Processes, policies or documentation that supports expectations management and communications with
stakeholders throughout the project lifecycle.

The end-to-end procurement process, supporting policies and guidance documentation to ensure project
teams can procure the most suitable supplier for their requirements. This includes guidance and supporting
suite of tools to enable effective cost management and contract management of packages of work.

SWDC resource capability to successfully deliver projects, also the training and onboarding provided to
support implementation of established process and frameworks.

Findings

Deep Dives

Recommendations
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Findings - Introduction
Introduction
KPMG first reviewed all delivery framework documents provided by the council. One of the documents reviewed that was titled
“Project management framework” contained a detailed list of deliverables, project gates across each stage in the project
lifecycle as well as Project management activities that should be conducted throughout the project lifecycle. It is recommended
that each of these activity's should have methodologies outlined and supporting frameworks to promote consistency of
application .
The council was able to evidence the following framework documents:






Project management (With supporting documentation)
Risk management
Procurement management (With supporting documentation)
Stakeholder management
Communications management

Out of the frameworks provided it was found that both the Risk management framework and Procurement framework (with
supporting documents) were of a high quality. All other frameworks provided were found to be missing various levels of
methodology, important segments and/or detail. There were key frameworks that were either non-existent or missing, these
include:








Issue management
Quality management
Scope management
Cost management
Time and resource management
Change management
Project governance

Once the quantity and quality of SWDC’s frameworks was defined, KPMG then went into specific project documents to find
evidence of implementation of the existing frameworks. Where it was discovered that implementation was inconsistent and of
varied quality.
The following slides detail broader observations that were gathered during the process of discovery.
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Findings -Project Identification and Planning

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

The project framework outlines the necessary go/no information requirements and there is a comprehensive project initiation template which should be used by project identifiers in advance of the first project gateway.
However there was little evidence provided to demonstrate that they are being used. This may be due to the fact that there are a number of new personnel who are not familiar with the process. If a consistent methodology
was applied this would enable more informed decision making and enable projects to be properly scoped with wider stakeholder input from the onset.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities

Initiation Strategy
There is not a consistent approach to how projects are set up and developed following initial identification, as a result the project scope,
objectives, duration and cost may not be adequately captured and defined. This has the potential to result in projects missing their full potential,
running over budget and behind schedule.
Structured prioritisation criteria and assessment
Initiation currently involves councillors, SWDC and community members identifying potential projects through known requirements and
consultation. These projects are prioritised by the councillors and incorporated into the long term plan. Currently there is no evidence of how
trade-offs between projects are evaluated and prioritised projects are determined.

Asset management approach
The asset management team at SWDC have started to utilise sensors on key infrastructure to inform them as to what projects require
maintenance, this minimises the risk of asset failure and increases the efficiency of the AM team to plan maintenance programmes

1

More time needs to be spent during the initial stage of
project planning. SWDC should develop detailed
frameworks and processes relating to the initial scoping
and analysis of projects.

2

The council should look to develop a project initiation
framework, standardising project briefs and feasibility
study requirements. A structured approach to project
evaluation should also be considered incorporating the
implementation of cost benefit analysis assessment..

3

Community engagement
SWDC is capable of implementing a high quality communications plan as was the case in the recent wheelie bin roll out project which, despite
programme delay and increased cost was subject to limited negative feedback as stakeholders where regularly informed through project
updates. In contrast, the Leith place development experienced mixed reactions from stakeholders due to limited levels of engagement.

4
Management of expectations
It was reported that the there is a range of stakeholders perspectives on SWDC capability to deliver. This has led to SWDC overpromising
delivery to its stakeholders. Which in turn negatively impacts the relationship between SWDC the councillors and the community.

Communication plan should be established for each
project to ensure that stakeholders are kept engaged
and informed throughout the project
The wheelie bin roll out project should be used as a
best practice use case when it comes to community
engagement.
SWDC needs to clearly communicate their capability to
stakeholders and take capability into account when
committing to projects.

Limited evidence to support insights
No specific observations on these categories were developed in this project stage, due to a lack of existing documentation or insights
generated from interviews.
Executive Summary
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Findings - Procurement

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

SWDC should look to maintain their well developed procurement frameworks and supporting documentation as this will enable project teams to follow a clear process, evaluate the best options in relation to the
projects characteristics and make balanced decisions. There are a number of challenges which must be overcome in relation to procurement, including organisational capability following recent personnel resignations
and attracting suppliers to the region to bid for opportunities.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities

Procurement frameworks
The council has a detailed high quality procurement framework in place with a suite of supporting guidance documents. These documents need
to be visible and accessible to support implementation on projects.

1

Procurement sign off process
SWDC have a clear and well defined approval process when it comes to procuring goods and services. This means that the process is easy to
follow and efficient to implement.
Waikato Local Authority Shared Services (LASS)
The Waikato LASS has proven effective with enhancing buying power and providing access to expertise. The feeling of those interviewed was
that the benefits outweighed the costs of accessing this initiative.

2

Supply chain relations
In past projects SWDC has had trouble finding contractors to tender for work. This has led to project delay or a price increases.

3

Market sounding
During the interviews and desktop review there was limited reference to SWDC marketing its project pipeline to various industries. If industries
knew what work was coming up in the future, it would make it easier for them to invest and commit to the region.

4

A vetted panel of local and regional contractors should
be set up by the council, these contractors would be
kept up to date with the future pipeline of work. This
would quicken the procurement process as well as
provide visibility to contractors, mitigating the risk of
obtaining a low number of tenders as well as help
regional growth and simplify procurement.
Framework agreements should be established with key
contractors that SWDC regularly deals with to enable a
more pragmatic procurement process.
Procurement training should be organised for the
Project Management team to ensure that the
procurement framework is understood and
implemented.
Hiring a resource to replace the procurement capability
that was recently lost would help with implementing
the framework as well as ensure that it is able to be
competently updated in the future.

Procurement capability
The council has experienced a lowering of procurement capability with a team member moving on. As a result SWDC is potentially not best
placed to react to any questions or changes that are not covered by existing frameworks or documents.
Limited evidence to support insights
No specific observations on these categories were developed in this project stage, due to a lack of existing documentation or insights
generated from interviews.
Executive Summary
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Findings - Delivery and Oversight (1/3)

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

Processes and methodologies surrounding Governance, Reporting and Controls have got a good foundation however need to be fully developed and implemented before the council can be seen as mature in this area.
There are examples of good practices like steering groups and automation of reporting but no documented framework to ensure their consistency. In order to get the consistent benefits of positive practices, they first
need to be defined in frameworks and then be incorporated into a governance structure which includes well-defined roles and responsibilities. More structure is also required around training and development of
Project managers, the council would benefit by having a training pathway through increased capability and employee retention.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities

Continuous improvement of Smartsheets
Since Smartsheet's was first utilised in May 2020 there had been many updates and improvements. As SWDC grows and evolves as an
organisation its important that its software solutions are able to also adapt and evolve to meet changing needs.
Financial tracking
SWDC has started to track financial performance of a project from initial budget across its whole lifecycle, meaning that project performance
can be more accurately assessed and lessons learned can be applied to future projects.
Reporting
Reporting both internally and to external shareholders was inconsistent and of varied quality. Resulting in people missing information they were
not supplied or that they were unaware of how to find it. There was an example of programme reporting being automated which ensured
consistency.

1

2

3

Automation of reporting should be expanded to include
monthly project reports. The council should also find a
way notify the recipients of these reports that they are
available.
Opportunities for integrated reporting that meet the
needs and requirements of all stakeholders should be
explored by the council. Reports can be as simple as a
brief weekly update or in appropriate cases a
dashboard.
All frameworks and policies should be stored in a easily
accessible central repository.

Steering groups
Steering groups are in place in larger/higher profile projects, these groups are able to provide oversight, advise and additional capability, helping
to ensure the successful delivery of projects and maximise project benefits. However a policy detailing when and where projects require a
steering group was not observed.

Contingency management
Currently the Project Management team is in control of contingency budget, even on larger and complex projects. This means that there the
Chief executive has the same level of oversight and control on the contingency no matter the level of project size and complexity.

Executive Summary
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Findings - Delivery and Oversight (2/3)

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

The following observations are a continuation of the observations from the previous page.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities (Cont.)

Implementation of Smartsheets
During the assessment, it was apparent that Smartsheets was not consistently being used across SWDC. This means that there is a high
potential for data gaps across projects, which directly effects the quality of reporting and communications.
Implementation of frameworks
SWDC is inconsistent when it implements its existing project management frameworks. This results in lost efficiencies, low quality or non
existent project documents which increased the chances of lower quality project outcomes.
Financial management
Project Managers require more support when dealing with the cost and Cost / Contract management of projects. Whilst there is little evidence
of projects going over budget this has not been as a direct result of tight cost control and reporting. As SWDC is planning to take on larger
capital projects with increase budgets greater focus should be placed on how cost estimates are developed (increased use of external QS),
cost are recorded, monitored and retained for use in future benchmarking.
Roles & Responsibilities
During the assessment, there was no evidence or documentation detailing at an individual level who is responsible, accountable, or who needs
to be consulted or informed about different aspects of a project. Without a RACI matrix, important actions and insights can be missed, leading
to higher risk of lower quality project outcomes.
Role of elected members
It was expressed in interviews that elected members operate in a management capacity instead of a governance capacity. This complicates the
delivery process and hinders SWDCs ability to improve performance as they are missing out on a layer of governance from external parties.
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A policy should be developed detailing what types of
projects require a steering group to be established,
criteria should be based on project size, complexity and
community importance.
Expectations between the council and the elected
councillors should be well defined and agreed upon by
both parties. The council should look externally to other
councils of a similar size to review what their
expectations are as well as how they implement them.
For larger and complex project the Chief Exec should
be in control of a portion of the contingency budget,
this would add an additional layer of governance and
mitigate risks of project over spend and over run.
Setting up a Smartsheets steering group within the
council made up of a variety of internal stakeholders
will help improve implementation as well as ensure that
future Smartsheets updates are informed and
communicated throughout the organisation.
Development of a governance structure to ensure that
projects are following frameworks and to identify
frameworks that do not exist. This may take the form of
a PMO or a regular audit process
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Findings - Delivery and Oversight (3/3)

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

The following observations are a continuation of the observations from the previous page.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities (Cont.)

Hiring Project Management capability
The recent change from contracting capability, to hiring additional team members has led to more continuity in the team and improvement in
the application of the delivery frameworks.
Team collaboration
By creating a dedicated area for the Project Management team at the SWDC offices, there has been an increase of the sharing of ideas,
insights, learnings and collaboration.
Training pathways
There isn’t a structured training pathway for project managers, this is a missed opportunity by SWDC to both improve internal capability as well
as improve retention of its Project Management team. This needn't be an expensive undertaking for council, as training materials could be
developed internally and held on the internal intranet or SharePoint site for staff to access

9

10

11

Limited evidence to support insights
No specific observations on these categories were developed in this project stage, due to a lack of existing documentation or insights
generated from interviews.
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Identifying training opportunities and developing a
training pathway for the Project Management team will
increase capability and job satisfaction within the
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SWDC should investigate ways to enable more
collaboration between the accounting and Project
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enable more detailed financial tracking. This will enable
better financial performance of projects.
Development a responsibility framework that details
methodologies and tools that should be used to create
RACI matrices that should all stages of the project
lifecycle.
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Findings - Closeout and Capitalisation

Tools and Processes

Stakeholder Management

Governance, Reporting
and Controls

Resourcing, Training and
Development

Procurement and Cost /
Contract Management

In the close out & capitulation stage of the project lifecycle there was little to no evidence of a delivery framework being applied. This includes completing a Post Implementation Review / Lessons Learnt which is
specifically mentioned in the SWDC Project framework document as a deliverable. We know from interviews that there are frameworks that are applied around areas like capitalization however no evidence of these
frameworks were supplied. The council should focus efforts in this area around creating and implementing frameworks which will lead to successful lessons learned and outcomes capture to inform and improve
future projects, as well as create and implement a capitalisation framework to enable a more efficient capitalisation process.

Category

Observations

Improvement Opportunities

Outcomes capture
Currently there is no evidence of an extensive and well implemented outcomes capturing process. This means that community sentiment and
insights on completed projects are not constantly recorded and used during a lessons learned activity.
Lessons learned
It was evident that SWDC lacks a documented lessons learned procedure. Because of this future projects have a higher potential to repeat past
mistakes.
Communication during capitalisation process
Communications between the project management and capitalisation team are minimal during the delivery phase meaning that when the
project completes delivery the capitalisation team start the capitalisation process with minimal previous project insights which leads to
inefficiencies.

1

2

3

A capitalisation framework should be developed which
covers expected communication between the project
management and capitalisation teams during the
delivery phase of projects.
Implementing a lessons learned process during the
closeout phase of projects, these lessons learned
should be distributed and easily accessible for future
project teams.
A formal exercise of evaluation outcomes from the
perspective of all stakeholders should form part of the
lessons learned exercise.

Rewards and Recognition
The council has delivered project that have won national awards, its important that these rewards are celebrated and sort after as they give
locals a sense of pride and attract people to the region.

Limited evidence to support insights
No specific observations on these categories were developed in this project stage, due to a lack of existing documentation or insights
generated from interviews.
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Project deep dive: Leith Place
The Leith Place redevelopment project was established to rejuvenate the CBD of Tokoroa between Bridge Street and Swanston Street, which runs parallel to State Highway 1. The projects main objectives were to act as a
catalyst to increase visitor numbers and improve perceptions of Tokoroa through enhanced public amenities and increased retail exposure.
Project
initiation
11.04.2017

Budget: $4.1m
Contract type: Design and Build

Detailed design
completed
11.04.2018

Contracts
awarded
30.05.2018

Construction
completed
15.01.2019

Key Suppliers: Burton Construction - (Main contractor), RDT Pacific (Project Managers), Kingston's & Partners (QS)
The Leith Place redevelopment project was delivered on time, under budget and to a very high level which resulted in recognition at a national awards. Whilst this would suggest that the development was an overall
success, there were a number of challenges and shortcomings along the way which were identified throughout the discovery phase of this review.
‒

‒

The final budget and timeframe of the project were progressively
revised in line with the emerging scope.

‒

Outcomes could have been improved if more robust frameworks were
in place and implemented, particularly at the identification and delivery
‒
stages. Processes and documents that would have helped ensure
more accurate scoping include: Feasibility study, Business case, Risk
analysis, stakeholder engagement plan etc.

The original steering group was disbanded in 2017 and a working group ‒
was established to support community engagement however due to
the Project Manager changing 3+ times, it is recorded that this lack of
‒
continuity effected stakeholder communications
Lessons learnt were not recorded. As a result there is a risk of these
issues being repeated in future projects.

Since the completion of this project SWDC has developed some
frameworks to help achieve better project outcomes.
Requirements of the facilities did not take into consideration the needs
of the broader demographic of the region which has led to questions
being raised around whether they are fit for purpose.

Observations on Project Management approach
Time:
‒ The delivery date was progressively revised in line with scope progression. There is no evidence to support how the changes to dates were approved
and communicated with the wider stakeholders.
‒ Whilst evidence of completion was provided in the form of practical completion certificates for certain separable portions, it is not clear if this was
achieved within the Contract Timescales or if any Extensions of time had been granted.
Cost:
‒
Quantity Surveyor appointed to undertake pre-contract estimates however there is no evidence that they supported the post contact management of
the costs. There is no evidence of monthly cost reporting, variation register, cashflow forecasting or payment claim recommendations.
‒
A budget tracker was sighted however costs captured were not substantiated and the data was only recorded up to October 2019.
Quality:
‒ No indication of monthly progress reporting other than project meeting minutes.
‒ Defects corrections ongoing as per latest progress reporting. Progress monitored and reported on a monthly basis.
‒ Overall The Public toilets at Leith place won the “Keep New Zealand Beautiful Best Loo Award”
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Project deep dive: Wheelie bin roll out
The wheelie bin roll out project involved the procurement and delivery of 16,400 wheelie bins to the community. These wheelie bins had a flat yearly charge to residents and would replace the existing rubbish bag service
where people were charged based on how much rubbish they produced.

Development Timeline

Budget: $680k

Project
initiation
05.2019

Contract type: Fixed cost
Key Suppliers: Trident (Wheelie bin manufacturer)

Manufacturing
contract signed
15.05.2020

Rollout
Programme start
04.08.2020

First bin
deliveries
09.08.2020

Final bin
deliveries
31.08.2020

The wheelie bin roll out project had high level of public visibility and interaction. SWDC made the decision to procure the bins themselves as external quotes where to the tune off double the costs of doing it internally.
Delivery on the bins was delayed by two months, this was due to a number of factors including COVID-19 related shipping issues. Complication was also added due to the manufacture being unable to get personnel into the
country and the fact that other councils were rolling out similar projects which meant that available expertise in New Zealand was hard to find.
Throughout the project SWDC implemented a detailed and thorough communications framework that covered many mediums including social media, specialised websites and physical posters. These mediums informed the
community about the project, its progress and its subsequent 2 month delay, which mitigated the fallout from both the delay and the budget increase.
Little evidence of project documentation outside of the communication framework (and its subsequent supporting documents) were on record to review. If robust frameworks were followed, better outcomes for the project
could have been possible and valuable insights and lessons learned could have been recorded first hand and applied to subsequent projects.

Observations on Project Management approach
Time:
• The delivery date of this project was delayed by two months, there is clear evidence showing how this change was communicated to
Stakeholders.
• Limited evidence of programme timetable and
Cost:
• Evidence provided in interviews indicated that there was an increase in cost for procurement and delivery of the bins. However no documented
evidence was provided to explain where those cost increases came from and how they were authorised and if additional budget was required.
• No evidence of budget tracking or financial reporting was provided
Quality:
• No evidence of internal project reporting was provided
• SWDC successfully delivery of 16,400 wheelie bins to its community whilst navigating a range of challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic
and supplier constraints.
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Key recommendations
Further to the our discovery, analysis and review five key areas for improvement have emerged which we KPMG recommend for further action.
SWDC Actions

1

Develop high quality delivery frameworks

2

Consistently apply delivery frameworks

3

Develop governance structures

4

Support learning and development for Project Managers

5

Increasing effort spent during early project stages

Further investment is needed to create a full suite of delivery frameworks, that
when implemented will create consistencies and efficiencies, which will lead to
higher quality project outcomes.

Once the frameworks are developed they need to be consistently applied across all
projects in the council portfolio. The Project Management team needs to be fully
aware of them, know how to use them correctly and have easy access to them.

SWDC Actions

Governance structures need to be established and clearly defined, with
stakeholders who are clear on their roles and responsibilities. This will help ensure
that the council are implementing frameworks correctly and consistently across
projects.
By providing training opportunities for project managers, the council will be increase
capability, understanding of frameworks, as well as improve staff retention.

By providing more time and consultation at these early stages, stakeholders will have
a higher understanding of project objectives and contribute to the emerging design,
which in turn will and mitigate the risks of time and cost over runs.
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Appendices A – Interview Timetable
Name

Role

Time

Date

Ross Provan

Project manager

11:30-12:30

21/03/2022

Clayton Oldham

Infrastructure Strategy Manager

13:00-14:00

21/03/2022

Ted Anderson

Group manager Assets

15:00-16:00

21/03/2022

Neil Ward

Programme manager

10:00-11:00

22/03/2022

Miriam Taris

Interim Chief Executive

12:00-12:30

22/03/2022

Andrew Pascoe

Development Engineer

14:30-15:30

22/03/2022

Andrew Robinson

Business Improvement Manager

10:00-11:00

23/03/2022

Fiona Ferrer

Chief Financial Officer

13:00-14:00

23/03/2022

Phil Burt

Three Waters and Solid Waste Manager

9:00-10:00

24/03/2022

Peter Medsen

Contract supervisor

14:00-15:00

24/03/2022

Jenny Shattock

Mayor

10:00-11:00

30/03/2022

Thomas Lee

Councillor

10:30-11:30

1/04/2022
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Appendices B – Document review
Project /
Portfolio
Portfolio

Project /
Portfolio

Document
March Projects Report.pdf

Document

Portfolio
Portfolio
Wheelie bin

ECM_495382_v3_ENGAGEMENT REQUEST FORM TEMPLATE.docx
ECM_579044_v29_Assets Group Report March 2022.docx
004 ECM_575601_v1_messaging general for wheelie bins and waste.pdf

Wheelie bin

005 ECM_575599_v1_media statement - Wheelie bin rollout complete - Friday 17
September 2021.pdf

Wheelie bin

006 ECM_575598_v1_media statement - Wheelie bin rollout – green bag process Wednesday 2 June 2021.pdf

Portfolio

Project report - Example.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_373264_v10_Procurement Policy - v10 ADOPTED by COUNCIL - 30 July 2020 - RES
C20 78.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475913_v3_ECM 475913 Procurement Quick Reference Guide Draft docx.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475914_v2_SWDC Procurement Toolkit Overview docx.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475932_v3_ Selecting which Competitive Process Guidelines doc (2).pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475937_v3_SWDC Stakeholder Assessment guidelines doc.pdf

Wheelie bin

007 ECM_575597_v1_media statement - COVID delays wheelie bins a second time – to
Monday 6 September 2021.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475944_v5_South Waikato District Council, Procurement,Principles and
Framework.pdf

Wheelie bin

008 ECM_575549_v1_Communications campaign survey results - wheelie bins - verbatim
comments questions 8 and 9.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_463552_v90_Organisation Structure.pptx

Portfolio

ECM_351264_v2_Project Framework - final pptx.pptm

Wheelie bin

009 ECM_571388_v1_Wheelie Bins communication campaign - survey - email to elected
members.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_357465_v11_Project Brief Template doc.docx

Wheelie bin

010 ECM_570108_v1_wheelie bin - communications tactics survey results.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_475913_v3_ECM 475913 Procurement Quick Reference Guide Draft docx.docx

Portfolio

ECM_510379_v5_SWDC Risk Management Framework.docx

Wheelie bin

011 ECM_570106_v1_Communications campaign survey - wheelie bins - verbatim
comments questions 8 and 9.pdf

Portfolio

Contacts for KPMG.xlsx

Wheelie bin

012 ECM_568290_v1_Wheelie Bins communication campaign - email to staff.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_544565_v1_LTP 2021-31 Dec 2020 Budget Workshop (smartsheet operational
projects, Ongoing operational projects .pdf

Wheelie bin

013 ECM_568028_v1_email correspondence from and to Ken Royson August 2021 about
wheelie bins for 171 Tirau Street Put.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_561682_v1_FINAL Long Term Plan 2021-31 - Deloitte Audit Report Included.pdf

Wheelie bin

014 ECM_566837_v2_Recycling Ambassadors - overview and briefing.pdf

Portfolio

Long Term Pan 2021-31 Workshop 1.pptx

Wheelie bin

Portfolio

ECM_230167_v38_Capital Project Authorisation Form - CURRENT 2015.docx

015 ECM_566760_v1_information sheet for Vertec for delivery of the wheelie bins - on
street engagement.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_341556_v57_Delegations Manual - v 57 - CURRENT - ADOPTED by Council 21 10
2021 - RES 20 286.pdf

Wheelie bin

016 ECM_566580_v1_email - Kenneth Dillon - correspondence with Downer (NZTA)
regarding wheelie bin placement on SH1 op.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_357466_v2_Project Communications Plan Template.dotx

Wheelie bin

Portfolio

ECM_373265_v3_Procurement Process docx.docx

017 ECM_566419_v1_media statement - Friday 17 September 2021 - wheelie bin delivery
almost complete.pdf

ECM_402319_v7_Capitalisation Policy - v7 - CURRENT - ADOPTED by ET 28 October
2021.docx

Wheelie bin

Portfolio

018 ECM_564540_v55_Wheelie bins delivery programme - MASTER USE THIS ONE - all
runs, formatted, includes non-delivery.pdf

Portfolio

ECM_419822_v1_Project Initiation Form PIF.docx

Wheelie bin

019 ECM_563982_v1_Wheelie bin delivery schedule - detailed for Council information only,
not public.pdf
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Appendices B – Document review
Project /
Portfolio

Project /
Portfolio

Document

Document

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

020 ECM_563861_v1_New Rollout program - 04082021 - Wheelie Bins - Trident.pdf
021 ECM_563860_v1_Roll out program V1 and Routes - Wheelie Bins - Trident.pdf

Wheelie bin

046 ECM_554519_v1_Invoice for domain name for the wheelie bin project.pdf

Wheelie bin

047 ECM_554505_v1_Quote for billbaords - Wheelie Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin

022 ECM_563773_v1_Approved_TMP_Trident Wheelie Bins
distripiution_South_Waikato_DC.pdf

Wheelie bin

048 ECM_554504_v1_Quote for What s On Board - Wheelie Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

023
024
025
026
027
028
029

Wheelie bin

049 ECM_554503_v1_Quote for What s On Board - Wheelie Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin

050 ECM_554372_v1_Email correspondence regarding uniqu url charge to GL code.pdf

Wheelie bin

051 ECM_554204_v1_Email correspondence with Brett Monkley, EnviroWaste regarding
truck branding.pdf

Wheelie bin

052 ECM_552436_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Comms Comments on Wheelie
Bins Graphic.pdf

Wheelie bin

053 ECM_552434_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Comms Redisign of Wheeli Bin
Graphic.pdf

Wheelie bin

030 ECM_561368_v1_Email - response to Laurence Brown - regarding his query about
Council not refunding the green bags.pdf

Wheelie bin

054 ECM_552433_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Wheelie Bin Order
Payment.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041

Wheelie bin

055 ECM_552432_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Bin Lid Markings.pdf

Wheelie bin

056 ECM_552431_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Bin Markings &
Numbers.pdf

Wheelie bin

057 ECM_552428_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Council Specs &
Stamps Final Sign Off.pdf

Wheelie bin

058 ECM_552426_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Council Specs &
Stamps.pdf

Wheelie bin

059 ECM_552425_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Draft Bin Logo.pdf

Wheelie bin

Wheelie bin

042 ECM_555702_v1_Variation 1 Address stickers and Booklets - Wheelie Bins - Trident.pdf

060 ECM_552424_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - PO & Request for 120L
recycling Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

043 ECM_555393_v7_Wheelie Bin Communications and Engagement Plan.pdf
044 ECM_555310_v1_Risk & Safety Management Handbook 20200604.pdf
045 ECM_555308_v1_scan_philbu_2021-04-20-14-41-34.pdf

Wheelie bin

061 ECM_552423_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Conformation of Tender
Award.pdf

Wheelie bin

062 ECM_552422_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Clarification on Storage
& Shipping Delays.pdf

ECM_562511_v3_Information Sheet for Trident delivery contractor.pdf
ECM_553832_v19_Wheelie bin rollout Communications and Engagement Plan.pdf
ECM_560153_v3_Letter - 6 30am waste collection start - Tirau - 17 June 2021.pdf
ECM_562564_v1_wheelie bin - multiple choice answer sheet.pdf
ECM_562551_v1_Wheelie bins - multiple choice comp.pdf
ECM_562550_v1_Wheelie bins - multiple choice comp.pdf
ECM_561435_v1_Fork Lift License FJI Transport Wheelie Bins.pdf

ECM_560718_v1_CBD Survey - Putaruru - wheelie bins.pdf
ECM_560156_v1_Wheelie bin survey - Putaruru.pdf
ECM_560154_v2_Letter - 6 30am waste collection start - Putaruru -17 June 2021.pdf
ECM_559700_v1_Kerbside Special Assistance Form - June 2021.pdf
ECM_559673_v1_JSE Trident Wheelie Bins 20210505.pdf
ECM_559192_v1_Variation 230 small Wheelie Bins Trident.pdf
ECM_554926_v7_Frequently asked questions - Wheelie Bin Rollout.pdf
ECM_557738_v1_wheelie bin billboards installation - third email.pdf
ECM_557737_v1_wheelie bin billboards installation - second email.pdf
ECM_557736_v1_wheelie bin billboards installation.pdf
ECM_557104_v1_Variation - 230 addi small bins - Wheelie Bins.pdf
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Appendices B – Document review
Project /
Portfolio

Project /
Portfolio

Document

Document

Wheelie bin

063 ECM_552421_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident - Clarification on Bin
Numbers.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

086 ECM_497137_v6_Frequently Asked Questions - wheelie bins docx.pdf
087 ECM_493067_v26_WORKSHOP - Kerbside Wheelie Bins Consultation.pdf

Wheelie bin

064 ECM_552420_v1_Contract 640484 Wheelie Bin Supply Trident Quote.pdf

Wheelie bin

Wheelie bin

065 ECM_535071_v1_QUOTATION RE TENDER FOR SUPPLY OF BINS TO SWDC CONTRACT 640484.pdf

088 ECM_495343_v1_Key messages and action plan - wheelie bin consultation - September
2019 docx.pdf

Wheelie bin

Wheelie bin

066 ECM_535069_v1_South Waikato District Council SULO NZ - Mobile Garbage Bin
RFP.pdf

089 ECM_495329_v1_Key messages and action plan - wheelie bin consultation and
engagement plan docx.pdf

Wheelie bin

090 ECM_494831_v2_Communications Plan - Solid Waste - wheelie bins docx.pdf

Wheelie bin

067 ECM_535068_v1_Contract 640484 Supply of wheelie Bins Letter of Acceptance Trident Plastics.pdf

Wheelie bin

091 ECM_494833_v1_wheelie bins consultation - thumbnail outline of consultation
document pdf.pdf

Wheelie bin

068 ECM_535067_v1_Report to tenders board - Supply Of Wheelie Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin

069 ECM_535066_v1_Procurement Excemption Request Wheelie Bin Purchase.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin

Actions to do Wheelie bin.pdf
Communications Plan Wheelie bin.pdf

Wheelie bin

Wheelie bin

070 ECM_535065_v1_Contract 640484 Cover letter Wheelie Bin Tender Trident Plastics.pdf

ECM_495343_v1_Key messages and action plan - wheelie bin consultation - September
2019 docx.docx

Wheelie bin

071 ECM_535064_v1_Cover letter Wheelie Bin Tender SULO NZ.pdf

Wheelie bin

072 ECM_535063_v1_Contract 640484 Cover letter Wheelie Bin Tender Rotaform.pdf

Wheelie bin

073 ECM_535062_v1_Contract 640484 Cover letter Wheelie Bin Tender Pioneer Group.pdf

Wheelie bin

074 ECM_535060_v1_Contract 640484 Supply Of Wheelie Bins Trident Plastics Quote.pdf

Wheelie
Wheelie
Wheelie
Wheelie
Wheelie

ECM_553832_v19_Wheelie bin rollout Communications and Engagement Plan.doc
ECM_555393_v7_Wheelie Bin Communications and Engagement Plan.docx
ECM_563861_v1_New Rollout program - 04082021 - Wheelie Bins - Trident.xlsx
Issues Register Wheelie bin.pdf
Lessons Learnt Wheelie bin.pdf

Wheelie bin

075 ECM_528964_v1_TB Report - 640 484 Supply of MGB Wheelie Bins - signed.pdf

Wheelie bin

001 ECM_576761_v1_wheelie bin - roll out messages.pdf

Wheelie bin

076 ECM_521431_v3_TB Report - 640 484 Supply Of Wheelie Bins.pdf

Wheelie bin

077 ECM_527736_v1_Petition by Rangiura Retirement Village - Wheelie Bins 2020.pdf

Wheelie bin

078 ECM_516391_v1_Contract 640484 - Supply of Wheelie Bins pdf.pdf

Wheelie bin

079 ECM_516390_v1_Contract 640484 - Cover Letter SULO NZ pdf.pdf

Wheelie bin
Wheelie bin
Leith place
Leith place

002 ECM_575815_v1_wheelie bin CBD survey Tirau.pdf
003 ECM_575814_v1_wheelie bin CBD survey Putaruru.pdf
ECM_508571_v1_4-programme August 2019 pdf.pdf
ECM_509065_v1_FW Leith Place Meeting Minutes - 5th March 2019.eml

Wheelie bin

080 ECM_516389_v1_Contract 640484 - Cover Letter Trident Plastics pdf.pdf

Leith place

Wheelie bin

081 ECM_516388_v1_Contract 640484 - Cover Letter Pioneer Group pdf.pdf

ECM_538223_v1_Contract 640465 Leith Place Redevelopment - Public Toilet Facilities and
Bus Shelter - Design and Bu.pdf

Wheelie bin

082 ECM_516387_v1_Contract 640484 - Cover Letter Rotaform pdf.pdf

Leith place

ECM_544298_v1_Leith Place - practical completion 1C - Schedule 15.pdf

Wheelie bin

083 ECM_513889_v1_Procurement Excemption Request Wheelie Bin Purchase pdf.pdf

Leith place

ECM_548840_v7_Tokoroa Leith Place CBD Upgrade Progress Report January 2021.docx

Wheelie bin

084 ECM_509489_v1_Wheelie bins consultation document fnl pdf.pdf

Leith place

ECM_551032_v1_Leith Place Asset Inventory - Capitalisation.xlsx

Wheelie bin

085 ECM_504384_v1_Frequently Asked Questions - wheelie bins docx.pdf

Leith place

ECM_559291_v3_LTP 2021-31 Project Delivery and Planning Summary for Audit.docx
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Appendices B – Document review
Project /
Portfolio

Project /
Portfolio

Document

Leith place
Leith place
Leith place
Leith place
Leith place
Leith place

Issues Register Leith Place.pdf
Lessons Learnt Leith Place.pdf
Milestone _ Document Register Leith Place.pdf
Actions to do Leith Place.pdf
Communications Plan Leith Place.pdf
Copy of Document List of Leith Place project.xlsx

Leith place
Leith place
Leith place

Decision Register Leith Place.pdf
ECM_261460_v1_ROI Review Meeting 21 3 12.docx
ECM_262460_v1_Re ROI Process - Tokoroa Civic Hub.msg

Leith place

ECM_343049_v11_Leith Place Project Communications Strategy doc.doc

Leith place

ECM_343888_v1_Objectives and Timeframes - Final 1 pager pptx.pptx

Leith place

ECM_347121_v1_Project Brief v1 May 15 pdf.pdf

Leith place

ECM_351264_v2_Project Framework - final pptx.pptm

Leith place

ECM_353343_v1_Development Principles docx.docx

Leith place

ECM_353582_v1_Project Status Report- Leith Place Project 29 July docx.docx

Leith place

ECM_370596_v1_Leith Place - SC Meeting 29 Feb 2016 v1 pptx.pptx

Leith place
Leith place

Leith place

ECM_402625_v3_Tokoroa Upgrade Report - Public.docx

Leith place

ECM_417779_v3_Project Management Framework Standard Operating Procedure SOP.docx

Leith place

ECM_427146_v3_PIF 1832 CE Tokoroa CBD upgrade.docx

Leith place

ECM_443764_v1_Leith Place Project Plan Ver 2.pdf

Leith place

ECM_443775_v1_Leith Pl Programme Rev 6 - 260218.pdf

Leith place

ECM_447432_v1_0-I Site Bleacher Management Plan - 29 June 2018.pdf

Leith place

ECM_449719_v14_Budget Leith Place Tracking.xlsx
ECM_473079_v1_4-DN-ZH-TP016 1 HSE Management Plan - Leith Place Upgrade Rev1
pdf.pdf
ECM_474663_v1_1-T17089_Leith_Place_Landscape_Developed_Design_Set_20180122
pdf.pdf
ECM_475937_v3_SWDC Stakeholder Assessment guidelines doc.doc

Leith place
Leith place
Leith place

Executive Summary

Background and Scope

Findings

Document
ECM_475944_v5_South Waikato District Council, Procurement,Principles and
Framework.docx
ECM_488283_v1_Tokoroa CBD Upgrade - Communications Plan - Update - Project rollout
doc.doc

Leith place

ECM_488284_v6_Procurement Plan - Leith Place Stage 2.docx

Leith place

ECM_488306_v1_Leith Place Toilet-shelter Projects Risk Register.xlsx

Leith place

ECM_507348_v1_FW Leith Place Redevelopment Debrief.eml

Leith place

ECM_507815_v1_FW SWDC Leith place - letter of acceptance.eml

Leith place

ECM_507913_v1_5-Leith Place Redevelopment Conditions of Contract (based NZS 3910
2013) doc.doc
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